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Researchers	concur	the	Chinese	regime	
should	be	sued	for	at	least	$4	trillion. 	589

Explosive	Chinese	Military	Buildup	
	 On	a	military	note,	the	Chinese	
Communist	Navy	is	building	an	incredible	
number	of	warships. 	Furthermore,	590

China	is	increasing	its	military	presence	in	
Africa. 	Communist	China	is	also	mass	591

producing	stealth	bombers.	
	 The	Chinese	Communist	Party	
(CCP)	is	flexing	its	territorial	muscle	and	
making	claims	for	nine-tenths	of	the	3.5m	
square	kilometer	South	China	Sea.	The	
CCP	has	constructed	a	series	of	forQfied	
man-made	islands	which	it	has	used	to	
assert	its	presence	in	the	region.	Five	
other	naQons,	the	Philippines,	Vietnam,	
Brunei,	Malaysia	and	Taiwan,	dispute	The	
CCP's	claims,	and	have	filed	various	legal	
challenges	over	the	years,	some	of	which	
have	been	recognized	as	valid	under	UN	
arbitraQon. 	592

	 “China	is	launching	new	
amphibious	assault	ships	and	beefing	up	
its	marines.	Its	main	aim	is	to	project	
power	far	from	home,	but	it	is	also	
strengthening	its	ability	to	invade	
Taiwan.” 	Beijing	is	promoQng	the	idea	593

of	war	with	the	U.S.	as	relaQons	
deteriorates	and	amps	up	anQ-U.S.	
propaganda. 	594

	 If	there's	a	terrible	war	on	the	
horizon	with	China	that	might	explain	the	
strange	predicQons	on	a	military	news	
website	deagel.com,	with	an	alarming	
predicQon	of	an	extreme	reducQon	in	
populaQon	for	all	the	major	Western	
powers,	especially	the	U.S.,	by	2025.		
	 For	example,	the	U.S.	populaQon	is	
esQmated	to	fall	from	327	million	people	
in	2020	to	just	100	million	by	2025. 	Is	595

 The Epoch Times | China should be sued for $4t589

 Forbes | Chinese Navy is building an incredible amount of warships; Liberty International Blog590

 CNBC | China is increasing its military presence in Africa591

 RT | America declaring China's territorial claims illegal592

 Reuters | China is launching new amphibious assault ships593

 The Epoch Times | Beijing promotes the idea of war with U.S.594

 Deagel | Population of U.S. decreases to less than 100,000,000 by 2025595
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this	decrease	in	populaQon	due	to	
COVID-19,	another	pandemic	or	war?	

China	Has	“First-Strike”	Capability	
	 The	Electro-MagneQc	Pulse	(EMP)	
Task	Force	on	NaQonal	and	Homeland	
Security	issued	a	disturbing	report	on	
China’s	ability	to	conduct	an	EMP	acack	
on	the	United	States.	China	now	has	
super-EMP	weapons,	knows	how	to	
protect	itself	against	an	EMP	acack,	and	

has	developed	protocols	to	conduct	a	
first-strike	acack.	
	 The	Chinese	Communist	Party	
(CCP)	has	used	stolen	U.S.	technology	to	
develop	at	least	three	types	of	high-tech	
weapons	to	acack	the	electric	grid	and	
key	technologies	that	could	cause	a	
surprise	“Pearl	Harbor”	acack	that	could	
produce	a	deadly	blackout	to	the	enQre	
country.	
	 China	has	built	a	network	of	
satellites,	high-speed	missiles,	and	super-
electromagneQc	pulse	weapons	that	
could	melt	down	the	enQre	U.S.	electric	
grid,	fry	criQcal	communicaQons,	and	
even	takeout	the	ability	of	our	U.S.	
aircraf	carrier	groups	to	respond. 	596

26.	Global	Resets	of	this	Pandemic	
	 For	a	moment,	let	us	consider	a	
popular	“conspiracy	theory”,	or	
“conspiracy	fact”, 	that	the	COVID-19	597

pandemic,	at	least	the	extreme	global	
coordinated	response,	is	a	“hoax"	
planned	by	the	Global	Elite,	orchestrated	
by	their	puppets	at	the	helms	of	
governments,	the	boardrooms	of	
corporaQons	and	the	Central	Banks	with	
specific	dictates	given	to	DemocraQc	Party	
representaQves	and	leaders,	fed	their	
scripts	daily	at	4am	to	the	mainstream	
media	for	distribuQon.		
	 Are	the	Global	Elite	(i.e.,	globalists),	
using	the	COVID-19	“crisis”	as	a	bacering	

 Forbes | China has first-strike capability to melt US power grid with EMP weapons596

 Document 1035-960 Concerning Criticism of the Warren Report | Origin of the term “conspiracy 597

theory” in an agency communique in early 1967
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ram	to	destroy	the	Old	World,	then	
remake	the	New	World	Order	according	
to	their	liking? 	If	the	COVID-19	598

pandemonium	was	planned	to	bring	
about	the	New	World	Order,	then	what	
are	these	goals?	

FIRST	RESET:	Create	Irreversible	Changes	
in	the	Fabric	of	Society	&	InsLtute	
DepopulaLon	Agenda	
	 The	first	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	insQtute	broad,	irreversible	changes	in	
the	mindsets	of	enQre	populaQons,	to	
broadcast	paralyzing	fear	24/7,	to	isolate	
and	separate	people	from	each	other,	to	
make	people	afraid	of	associaQng,	thus,	
making	people	more	submissive	and	
willing	to	obey	whatever	decree	an	
official	in	authority	makes	including	
mandatory	masks,	contact-tracing,	
lockdowns,	stay	at	home	orders,	physical	
and	social	distancing.		
	 MIT	ScienQst	Shiva	Ayyadurai	
concurred	that	the	“deep	state”	is	using	
COVID-19	to	spread	fear	as	a	means	of	
control. 	599

	 Healthy	people	living	health-
promoQng	lives	have	become	demonized,	
feared	and	acacked	by	the	mainstream	
media	and	friends	on	social	media.	In	
some	states,	for	example,	the	State	of	
Indiana,	living	a	healthy	regime	that	
includes	breathing	fresh	oxygen,	thus	not	
wearing	a	mask	in	public,	is	now	against	
the	law.		

	 When	one	wears	a	mask	one	is	
actually	saying,	“I	will	follow	orders,	do	
what	other	people	think	I	should	for	my	
health,	submit	to	any	external	authority	
and	stop	thinking	for	myself.”	Let	us	not	
confuse	respect	with	blind	obedience.	
	 This	COVID-19	panic	and	resulQng	
mandatory	vaccinaQon	program	has	been	
insQtuted	in	many	countries	of	the	world.	
To	migrate	people	to	the	preplanned	
"new	normal”,	90%	of	the	human	
populaQon	will	accept	these	mandatory	
vaccinaQons	without	quesQon,	and	the	
10%	who	refuse	will	be	persecuted.		

 Life Site News | Globalists using COVID-19 crisis as a battering ram to destroy, then remake New 598

World Order?
 Neon Nettle | MIT scientist says the “deep state” is using COVID-19 to spread fear599
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	 As	a	result	of	this	socially	and	
medically	engineered	pandemic,	sharp	
reducQons	in	the	human	populaQon	are	
inevitable	due	to	increased	inferQlity,	
toxic	reacQons	to	the	vaccine,	economic	
whirlwinds	and	downturns,	hunger	and	
starvaQon,	civil	unrest	and	war.	Hundreds	
of	millions	of	people	are	dying	due	to	
these	preplanned	side	effects	of	the	
COVID-19	“pandemic”.	

SECOND	RESET:	OrchestraLon	of	a	Vast	
RedistribuLon	of	Wealth	from	the	
Middle	Class	to	the	Ultra-Wealthy	Global	
Elite	
	 The	second	goal	is	to	rapidly	shif	
vast	sums	of	resources,	assets	and	money	
from	the	working	and	middle-class	people	
to	the	upper	echelons	now	in	power	and	
control	–	the	Global	Elite.		
	 The	Wall	Street	crash	of	March	9,	
2020	resulted	in	an	unprecedented	loss	of	
equity	loss	by	small	investors	and	a	huge	
transfer	of	wealth	to	the	ultra-rich. 	Due	600

to	the	CARES	Act,	43,000	U.S.	Millionaires	
are	receiving	tax	reducQons	averaging	
$1.6	million	each. 	601

	 Thirty-six	million	people	in	the	U.S.	
have	lost	their	jobs	during	the	pandemic.	
The	University	of	Chicago	esQmates	that	
42%	of	the	recent	layoffs	will	result	in	
permanent	job	losses. 	 	602

	 Unemployment,	sQmulus	packages	
and	pandemic	insurance	covered	some	of	
these	losses,	but	not	all.	These	U.S.	
government	subsidies	may	be	temporary,	
but	the	sQmulus	packages	increased	the	
naQonal	debt	while	condiQoning	the	
public	to	become	even	more	dependent	
on	the	state	for	their	financial	existence.	
	 This	is	a	massive	shif	in	power	and	
wealth,	away	from	individuals,	small	
companies,	midsized	corporaQons	and	
established	insQtuQons	into	the	hands	of	
the	Global	Elite	via	Big	Pharma,	vaccine	
medical	research,	COVID-19	miQgaQon	

 What Finger | March 9. 2020 Wall Street crash600

 Inequality | Pandemic profiteering; Liberty International Blog601

 Forbes | 42% of job losses are not coming back602
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efforts,	and	contracts	for	contact-tracing,	
all	directed	into	the	pockets	of	the	Global	
Medical	ProtecQon	Racket	(i.e.,	medical	
mafia).	

THIRD	RESET:	DestrucLon	of	Millions	of	
Small	Businesses	&	Transfer	Power	to	the	
Largest	TransnaLonal	CorporaLons	
	 The	third	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	destroy	millions	of	small	businesses	
and	innovaQve	entrepreneurs,	thereby	
making	more	and	more	people	
dependent	on	the	government	for	their	
survival.	It	is	esQmated	that	55%	of	the	
businesses	closed	during	the	pandemic	
are	shut	down	for	good. 	603

	 Losing	these	compeQQve	small	
businesses	also	increases	the	market	
share	of	giant,	transnaQonal	corporaQons	
such	as	Walmart	and	Home	Depot	who	
have	been	deemed	“essenQal	services”.	
	 Then,	socialist	ideology	and	benefit	
programs	can	be	introduced,	then	made	
permanent	during	future	episodes	of	the	
COVID-19	pandemic.	This	socialist	
ideology	pleases	the	self-absorbed	
“enQtlement”	class	of	people	who	only	
wish	to	live	unthinkingly	at	the	expense	of	
the	government			
	 As	the	U.S.	government,	and	the	
Global	Elite	who	puppets	its	strings,	takes	
control	over	more	sectors	of	the	economy	
(i.e.,	naQonalizaQon),	the	corporate	
welfare	system	is	further	expanded.	This	
is	the	end	of	capitalism	as	we	know	it	

though,	in	fact	it	hasn't	been	a	truly	free	
market	in	generaQons.	
	 California	and	other	Democrat	
controlled	states	are	acQng	more	like	
Communist	China	and	less	like	the	
freedom-loving	U.S.	every	day.	Prominent	
academics	and	insQtuQons	such	as	
Harvard	Professor	Erin	O’Donnell,	
promotes	the	“aboliQon	of	the	family”	
“arguably	the	most	infamous	demand	of	
The	Communist	Manifesto,”	wricen	by	
Marx	and	Engels. 	604

 Market Watch | 55% business closed on Yelp shut down for good603

 Forbes | Harvard professor promotes a tenet of the “Communist Manifesto” by advocating abolition 604

of the family
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FOURTH	RESET:	Deployment	of	5G	
Networks	for	Global	Surveillance	&	
Create	Online	Dependence	
	 The	fourth	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	
is	to	create	more	online	dependence	
during	the	lockdowns	whereas	people	are	
limited	to	gepng	their	informaQon	from	
mainstream	media	sources.	This	
pandemic	also	serves	as	a	great	decoy	for	
5G	deployment	worldwide.	During	these	
“shutdowns”,	5G	is	being	massively	
deployed	globally	with	hardly	a	peep	of	
resistance	heard	anywhere.	

FIFTH	RESET:	Deployment	of	Vaccine-
Tracking,	Then	Contact-Tracing	for	
Mobile	Phone	Surveillance	Worldwide	
	 The	fifh	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	expand	surveillance	capabiliQes	and	
tracking	systems	via	mobile	phones	and	
the	internet,	all	jusQfied	by	an	urgent	
response	to	this	pandemic.	

SIXTH	RESET:	EliminaLon	of	Cash	&	
Underground	Economies	
	 The	sixth	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	discourage,	if	not	eliminate,	the	use	of	
“cash”	for	transacQons	so	as	to	
implement	a	cashless,	world	monetary	
system	and	digital	currency.	The	World	
Health	OrganizaQon	(WHO)	promoted	the	
idea	that	“cash”	was	dirty	and	could	infect	
others	with	COVID-19. 	Signs	at	cash	605

registers	are	saying	there	is	a	coin	
shortage	which	many	bank	tellers	deny	to	
be	true.	

SEVENTH	RESET:	Reset	the	Global	Power	
Structure	Away	from	DemocraLcally-	
Elected	PoliLcians;	Discredit	U.S.	
President	Donald	Trump	
	 The	seventh	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	
is	to	completely	reset	the	global	economy	
with	an	unelected,	self-elected	Global	
Health	ProtecQon	Racket	in	charge	of	all	
world	affairs,	for	example	UN,	WHO,	
WTO,	Gates	FoundaQon,	Clinton	
FoundaQon,	Open	Society	FoundaQon,	
Rothschild’s,	Rockefeller’s,	Central	Banks	
and	many	more.	

 Citation Needed | WHO promoted the idea that “cash” was dirty and could infect others with 605

COVID-19
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	 The	DemocraQc,	mainstream	media	
and	their	respecQve	Global	Masters,	
including	the	Chinese	Communist	Party	
who	they	dare	not	criQcize,	have	taken	
full	advantage	of	this	pandemic	during	an	
elecQon	year	to	further	their	poliQcal	
objecQves	and	acempt	to	denounce	and	
discredit	President	Trump	by	destroying	
the	U.S.	economy	and	the	significant	
gains	of	the	last	four	years.		
	 The	shameless	Democrats	in	the	
U.S.	House	of	RepresentaQves	and	many	
U.S.	State	Governors	have	also	had	the	
audacity	to	blame	President	Trump	for	
both	the	pandemic	and	the	extreme	U.S.	
response.	In	Orange	County,	California,	
Dr.	Jeff	Barke	broke	his	silence	on	
poliQcians	using	this	pandemic	for	
poliQcal	gain	during	an	elecQon	year. 	606

	 The	DemocraQc	Party’s	objecQve 	607

is	to	get	their	senile	puppet	candidate	Joe	
Biden,	elected	to	the	U.S.	Presidency	at	
any	cost	to	the	naQon’s	health,	wealth,	
freedom,	peace,	cohesion	and	well-being.		
	 The	poliQcal	objecQve	of	the	Global	
Elite	in	the	U.S.	is	to	guarantee	Joe	Biden	
gets	elected	so	his	handlers	and	puppet	
masters	can	resume	control	behind	the	
scenes	and	further	their	New	World	
Order	agenda.	This	COVID-19	pandemic	is	

the	perfect	crisis	for	establishing	a	New	
World	Order. 	608

	 Meanwhile,	the	DemocraQc	
NaQonal	Commicee 	is	corrupQng	the	609

electoral	process	by	mandaQng	“vote-by-
mail”	ballots	in	Democrat	controlled	
states	such	as	California	under	Governor	
Newsom.		 	 	 	
	 Under	the	incompetent	leadership	
of	U.S.	Speaker	of	the	House,	Nancy	
Pelosi,	Democrats	are	corrupQng	the	U.S.	
Congress	by	allowing	proxy	voQng	

 YouTube | Orange County Dr. Jeff Barke breaks his silence on politicians using this pandemic for 606

political gain during an election year
 Wikipedia | Democratic Party607

 Washington Times | Corona crisis is fit for a New World Order608

 Wikipedia | Democratic National Committee609
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without	debate	during	this	crisis	in	
violaQon	of	the	U.S.	ConsQtuQon. 		 	610

	 Furthermore,	the	U.S.	Congress,	
especially	the	House	Democrats	over	the	
last	two	years,	has	been	sleepwalking	
through	their	term	in	office	and	ignoring	
any	real	problems	that	could	be	solved	by	
working	in	a	non-parQsan	fashion.	
	 Though	the	U.S.	President	Trump	
did	not	cause	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	he	
did	quickly	discover	that	the	U.S.	was	
totally	unprepared	for	a	rapid	and	
effecQve	response.	Without	a	naQonal	
stockpile	of	the	necessary	medical	
supplies	to	respond	to	this	pandemic,	his	
team	went	into	hyperdrive	to	get	them	
manufactured.		
	 From	the	start	Trump	saw	how	the	
pandemic	was	being	used	for	poliQcal	
gains.	He	soon	discovered	that	he	had	
been	misled	by	public	health	officials	he	
had	trusted	to	give	him	sound	advice	as	
to	how	to	handle	this	crisis.	

EIGHTH	RESET:	ConsolidaLon	of	Power	
Into	the	Hands	of	the	Global	Elite	&	the	
Largest	Central	Banking	Systems	
	 The	eighth	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	
is	to	consolidate	even	more	power	into	
the	largest	Central	Banking	Systems,	such	
as	the	Federal	Reserve	Bank	(FRB),	the	
Bank	of	England,	etc.,	including	the	most	
powerful	investment	banks	such	as	
Goldman	Sachs	and	Morgan	Stanley.	
	 This	goal	temporarily	relieves	any	
debt	accumulated	by	speculaQve	
investments	by	investment	banks	through	
“quanQtaQve	easing”	(i.e.,	prinQng	money	
out	of	thin	air)	by	the	Federal	Reserve	
Bank	and	other	high-risk	investments.	

NINETH	RESET:	Permanent	Rule	by	
NaLonal	Emergency	&	MarLal	Law	to	
Eliminate	ConsLtuLonal	Governments	
	 The	ninth	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	permanently	rule	by	NaQonal	and	State	
Emergency,	to	declare	“Medical”	MarQal	
Law	and	suspend	the	consQtuQonal	
government	of,	by	and	for	the	people	
indefinitely.		
	 By	establishing	dictatorial	rule	by	
the	Global	Elite’s	selected	oligarchs,	
authoritarians	at	every	level	of	
government	(local,	state,	provincial	and	
naQonal),	this	new,	unelected	totalitarian,	
fascist,	socialist,	communist	regime	could	
rule	without	reproach	or	reprisal.	

 Forbes | U.S. Congress clashes on proxy voting. In the 231-year existence of the United States 610

Congress, neither the House of Representatives nor the Senate has ever permitted a Member to vote 
by proxy from the floor of the chamber.
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FINAL	RESET:	DestrucLon	of	All	VesLges	
of	Freedom	&	Sovereignty	from	“We	the	
People”	to	Enslave	the	Human	Race	
	 The	final	goal	of	the	Global	Elite	is	
to	take	away	any	sense	of	individual	or	
naQonal	sovereignty	and	establish	an	
unelected	world	government	run	by	this	
newly	emboldened	Global	Power	
Structure	secretly	and	invisibly	appointed	
by	the	Global	Elite.	
	 All	these	goals	are	already	in	place,	
though	not	fully	operaQonal	yet	due	to	
awakened	ciQzens	and	courageous	
leaders,	who	are	ofen	seen	as	pesky	
obstacles	to	the	plans	of	the	Global	Elite.		
	 Former	Department	of	Homeland	
Security	FEMA	Officer	Celeste	Bishop	
Solum	laid	out	the	long	planned	“great	
reset”	agenda	(aka,	The	New	World	
Order).		
	 Ms	Solum's	wake-up	call	was	afer	
911	when	she	witnessed	the	unveiling	of	
the	strategic	plan	to	further	curtail	civil	
liberQes	via	“The	Patriot	Act”.	As	part	of	
the	"great	reset”	now	in	moQon,	food	and	
seed	supplies	will	be	curtailed	or	raQoned	
and	sports	arenas	will	remain	closed. 	611

27.	The	New	World	Order	
United	NaLons	(UN)	
	 Founded	in	1945	afer	WWII,	the	
United	NaQons	(UN),	recently	proclaimed	
that	it	wants	10%	of	the	global	Gross	

World	Product	(GWP)	to	fight	COVID-19.	
That’s	a	tremendous	raise	for	a	fledgling,	
underfunded	organizaQon	whose	annual	
budget	is	$3	billion	(2020).	Considering		
that	the	GWP	is	approximately	$100	
trillion,	the	UN	is	requesQng	$10	trillion	
just	to	fight	COVID-19.	Really,	do	they	
actually	have	a	plan? 	612

	 The	aim	of	the	United	NaQons	(UN)	
is	to	establish	a	one-world	government	in	
less	than	12	years. 	This	is	part	of	the	613

“UN	Agenda	21”	program. 	A	former	614

U.K.	Prime	Minister	Gordon	Brown,	along	
with	myriad	other	leaders,	have	urged	
world	leaders	to	create	a	global	
government	to	tackle	COVID-19. 	615

	 This	is	yet	another	acempt	of	the	
United	NaQons	and	Central	Banking	
System	to	insQtute	a	Rockefeller	and	

 YouTube | Former FEMA officer lays out the long planned “great reset”611

 The New American | UN wants 10% of GNP to fight COVID-19; UN budget for 2020 is $3 billion612

 Life Site News | UN wants one-world government in 12 years613

 Decentralize Everything | UN Agenda 21614

 The Guardian | Former UK Prime Minister urges leaders to create global government615
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Rothschilds	Coup	d’etat	of	the	Old	World	
Order. 	The	United	NaQons	(UN)	616

proposes	a	new	global	currency. 	617

World	Health	OrganizaLon	(WHO)	
	 A	WHO	official	suggested	that	
public	health	officials	should	be	able	to	
enter	people’s	homes	and	“in	a	dignified	
way”,	apparently	without	a	warrant,	to	
remove	those	who	test	posiQve	to	
prevent	infecQng	the	rest	of	the	family	
with	COVID-19. 		618

	 Melbourne	cops	may	now	enter	
homes	without	warrant. 	Canadian	619

armed	police	have	removed	people	from	
their	homes	and	taken	them	by	force	
without	their	consent	to	a	hospital	for	

mandatory	tesQng	(video	removed	and	
censored	by	Google	&	YouTube).	
	 The	WHO	Vaccine	IniQaQve	Launch	
raised	billions	of	dollars	from	various	
member	naQons	of	the	UN	to	fight	
COVID-19.	How	WHO	spends	these	funds,	
and	who	are	the	beneficiaries,	is	yet	to	be	
determined.	WHO	warned	that	banknotes	
may	be	spreading	COVID-19,	a	convenient	
excuse	for	implemenQng	a	cashless	
society. 	620

	 WHO	receives	50%	of	its	budget	
from	private	sources	including	Big	Pharma	
and	allied	foundaQons,	most	notably,	the	
Bill	and	Melinda	Gates	FoundaQon.	
President	Trump	has	withdrawn	U.S.	
financial	support	for	WHO	because	they	
were	dishonest	in	suppressing	
informaQon	before	and	during	this	
“pandemic”.	
	 WHO	did	not	declare	a	pandemic	
for	weeks	afer	the	world	was	apprised	of	
what	was	happening	in	Wuhan,	China	
(video	removed	and	censored	by	Google	
&	YouTube).	WHO	was	accused	of	being	
bribed	or	blackmailed	into	declaring	a	
pandemic	(video	removed	by	uploader).	

 YouTube | UN and Central Banks, a Rockefeller and Rothschilds coup d’erat. Some have claimed 616

that the Rothschild Family owns 80% of the world's wealth, with a net worth of $500 trillion. Snopes 
has disputed that claim saying their annual income was a mere 500 million in 2015; Credit Suisse 
Research Institute’s annual “Global Wealth Report” estimated total global wealth at 250 trillion in 2015.

 CBS | UN proposes new global currency617

 Tweaktown | WHO official suggests public health officials should be able to enter people’s homes; 618

YouTube
 RT | Melbourne cops may now enter homes without warrant619

 Yahoo | WHO warns banknotes may be spreading COVID-19620
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	 WHO	explained	defensively	why	
COVID-19	was	not	declared	a	pandemic	
sooner, 	then	WHO	blocked	medical	621

experts	from	recommending	travel	
bans. 	This	apparently	contributed	to	622

the	rapid	spread	of	COVID-	19	globally	as	
the	Chinese	people	were	traveling	all	
around	the	world	during	their	annual	
“Chinese	New	Year”	celebraQon.	
	 As	the	pandemic	was	breaking	in	
China,	WHO	denied	the	country	of	Taiwan	
from	parQcipaQng	in	a	forum	on	fighQng	
COVID-19,	because	the	Chinese	
Communist	Party	(CCP)	doesn’t	recognize	
Taiwan	as	a	separate,	sovereign	naQon. 	623

	 The	CCP	decided	its	poliQcal	
agenda	was	more	important	than	sharing	
COVID-	19	informaQon	with	Taiwan	and	
vice-	versa.	Taiwan	handled	this	pandemic	
quite	well,	unlike	most	other	naQons,	and	
were	well	prepared	due	to	the	first	SARS	
outbreak	a	decade	ago.	
	 Given	all	these	incompetent	acQons	
by	WHO,	why	would	anyone	ever	fund	or	
trust	such	an	organizaQon	in	the	pockets	
of	China	and	Big	Pharma?		
	 U.S.	President	Trump	directed	the	
U.S.	will	withdraw	from	WHO	and	
stopped	the	funding	WHO,	since	they	
were	unwilling	to	address	the	U.S.	
concerns	and	change	their	policies	which	
favor	China. 		624

	 The	President	of	Madagascar	called	
on	all	African	naQons	to	quit	WHO,	afer	
WHO	discredited	an	herbal	cure	for	
COVID-19. 	625

	 Deemed	a	“visionary”	by	Burundi’s	
ruling	class,	the	President	of	Burundi,	
Pierre	Nkurunziza,	dismissed	COVID-19	as	
nonsense.	He	was	vilified	in	the	Western	
press,	then	expelled	WHO	from	his	
country.	He	died	suddenly	of	an	alleged	
heart	acack	the	next	day	on	June	9,	2020,	
and	was	replaced	by	a	new	President	who	
reinstated	WHO	immediately. 	626

  The Epoch Times | WHO explains why COVID-19 wasn’t declared a pandemic sooner621

 Trending Politics | WHO blocked medical experts from recommending travel bans; Liberty 622

International Blog
 The Epoch Times | WHO denies Taiwan participation in forum on fighting COVID-19623

 Washington Post | Trump will withdraw from WHO; Liberty International Blog624

 Celesylv | President of Madagascar calls on all African nations to quit WHO625

 Off-Guardian | President of Burundi called COVID-19 nonsense, expelled WHO then died626
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	 Why	cannot	we	trust	the	FDA,	
WHO,	CDC,	AAP,	Merck,	GlaxoSmithKline,	
Sanofi	or	Pfizer? 	Read	this	footnoted	627

arQcle	on	the	“The	History	of	Big	
Pharma”. 	628

Centers	for	Disease	Control	
	 The	Centers	for	Disease	Control	
(CDC)	is	the	leading	naQonal	public	health	
insQtute	of	the	United	States.	It	is	a	
United	States	federal	agency,	under	the	
Department	of	Health	and	Human	
Services	(HHS),	and	is	headquartered	in	
Atlanta,	Georgia.	

	 The	CDC	is	responsible	for	
controlling	the	introducQon	and	spread	of	
infecQous	diseases,	and	provides	
consultaQon	and	assistance	to	other	
naQons	and	internaQonal	agencies	to	
assist	in	improving	their	disease	
prevenQon	and	control,	environmental	
health,	and	health	promoQon	acQviQes.	
	 The	CDC	is	a	federal	public	agency,	
but	the	CDC	FoundaQon	is	a	non-profit	
501c3	where	a	large	share	of	their	
budgets	come	from	corporate	donaQons	
from	pro-vaccine	manufactures.	The	CDC	
also	receives	royalty	payments	from	Big	
Pharma.	Thus,	the	CDC	gets	direcQon	on	
formulaQng	public	policy	from	its	donors,	
and	serves	its	money	masters	including	
Big	Pharma.		
	 The	CDC	is	the	largest	promoter	
and	supplier	of	vaccines	in	the	U.S.	On	an	
average	week	in	2019,	the	CDC	
distributed	100	million	doses.	Now,	that's	
a	serious	drug	dealer. 	629

	 Robert	F.	Kennedy,	Jr.	has	said	that	
the	CDC	acts	as	if	they	are	a	subsidiary	of	
Big	Pharma,	since	that	is	where	the	
majority	of	their	funding	comes	from.		
Government	agencies	can	hold	patents	
and	retain	intellectual	property	rights. 		630

 Duluth Reader | Why you cannot trust the FDA, WHO, DCD, AAP, Merck, GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi, 627

Pfizer?; Liberty International Blog
 The History of Big Pharma628

 CDC | CDC is the largest promoter and supplier of vaccines629

 CDC | CDC is the largest promoter and supplier of vaccines630
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28.	Big	Pharma	Funding	Regulatory	
Agencies	Providing	Oversight	&	
Developing	Public	Policy	
	 The	CDC	owns	56	vaccine	patents	
and	distributes	$4.6	billion	in	vaccines	per	
year	through	its	“Vaccines	for	Children”	
program	which	represents	40%	of	its	total	
budget.	Due	to	serious	conflicts	of	
interest,	the	CDC	has	lost	all	credibility	as	
a	regulatory	agency	established	to	
develop	safe	public	health	policy. 	631

	 The	Food	and	Drug	AdministraQon	
(FDA)	helped	get	the	U.S.	into	this	mess	
by	deregulaQng	drug	adverQsing	on	
television,	thereby	opening	the	door	for	a	
huge	increase	in	drug	consumpQon.	The	
FDA	receives	45%	of	its	annual	budget	
from	Big	Pharma.	The	FDA	has	lost	all	
credibility.	
	 The	American	Academy	of	
Pediatrics	(AAP)	derives	$25	million	of	
their	budget	from	Big	Pharma	and	
companies	that	manufacture	vaccines.	
This	organizaQon	is	supposed	to	be	
looking	afer	the	health	of	our	children.	
Yet,	they	are	in	the	pockets	of	Big	
Pharma.	Do	you	see	a	pacern?	
	 The	pharmaceuQcal	company	
GlaxoSmithKline	(GSK)	secled	a	
healthcare	fraud	case	for	$3	billion.	GSK	
cannot	be	trusted	with	the	public	

health. 	However,	GSK	was	just	awards	632

$2.1	billion	for	100	million	doses	of	a	
COVDI-19	vaccine.	Sanofi	will	receive	
even	more	as	part	of	OperaQon	Warp	
Speed. 	The	pharmaceuQcal	company	633

Merck	created	a	hit	list	to	destroy,	
neutralize	or	discredit	dissenQng	
doctors. 	A	former	Merck	634

RepresentaQve	says	mandatory	
vaccinaQons	are	for	profit,	not	public	
health. 	Merck	cannot	be	trusted	with	635

the	public	health.	

 Washington Examiner | CDC has lost all credibility631

 Reuters | GlaxoSmithKline settled a healthcare fraud case for $3b632

 Wikipedia | Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership, initiated by the federal 633

government of the United States, to facilitate and accelerate the development, manufacturing, and 
distribution of COVID-19 vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics.

 CBS News | Merck created a hit list to destroy, neutralize or discredit dissenting doctors634

 YouTube | Former Merck Representative says mandatory vaccination is for profit, not public health635
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Gates	FoundaLon	
	 Why	can’t	we	trust	Bill	Gates?	Meet	
the	world’s	most	powerful	doctor,	who	is	
not	a	doctor. 	An	arQcle	in	“Modern	636

Ghana”	explains	why	WHO	treats	Bill	
Gates	like	a	President. 	Some	doctors	637

and	27	bishops	from	Kenya	denounced	
the	government,	WHO	and	UNICEF	for	
administering	to	over	one	million	women	
a	tetanus	vaccine	containing	an	anQgen	
that	produces	aborQve	anQbodies. 	638

	 Many	scienQsts,	including	Indian	
Scholar	Dr.	Vandana	Shiva,	called	for	a	
declaraQon	of	war	on	Bill	Gates	and	his	
FoundaQon.	His	vaccine	experiments	have	
harmed	and	killed	thousands	of		children	

in	India	and	Africa. 	The	Italian	639

Government	called	for	the	arrest	of	Bill	
Gates. 	640

	 Furthermore,	the	Gates	FoundaQon	
coincidentally	granted	WHO	millions	of	
dollars	the	day	before	WHO	declared	
COVID-19	a	pandemic. 	641

	 Discover	the	truth	behind	the	
COVID-19	pandemic	with	“David	Icke	
interviewed	by	London	Real”.	They	discuss	
how	the	COVID-19	pandemic	will	seize	
our	rights	and	destroy	the	economy,	if	we	
let	them. 	Icke’s	newly	released	book,	642

“The	Answer”,	is	accompanied	by	a	short,	
informaQve	animaQon	on	“How	They	
Pulled	Off	the	Pandemic”. 	643

AddiLonal	New	World	Order	Players	
	 Of	course,	this	is	an	extremely	
limited	expose	of	the	New	World	Order	
players.	There	are	many	others	playing	a	
key	part	whose	names	will	be	listed	here.	

• Rothschilds	Central	Banking	Empire	&	
Bank	of	England	

• Rockefeller	Empire	
• Bilderberg	Group	
• World	Economic	Forum	(WEF)	
• World	Bank	(WB)	
• InternaQonal	Monetary	Fund	(IMF)	

 POLITICO | Meet the worlds most powerful doctor636

 Modern Ghana | Ghana says why WHO treats Bill Gates like a President637

 Corvelva | Kenya reveals the dark side of philanthropy638

 YouTube | Dr. Vandana Shiva calls for war on Bill Gates639

 YouTube | Italian government calls for arrest of Bill Gates640

 Crawler | Gates granted WHO millions of dollars the day before WHO declared COVID-19 a 641

pandemic
 London Real | Truth behind the COVID-19 pandemic; Liberty International Blog642

 David Icke | The Answer (book) & How They Pulled Off the Pandemic (animated film)643
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World	Hunger	&	StarvaLon	Due	to	
COVID-19	Lockdowns	
	 Almost	5	million	people	have	
already	died	from	hunger	in	the	world	
this	year.	There	is	a	soluQon	for	hunger.	
It's	called	food.	It	works	straight	away	and	
has	no	side	effects.	Shall	we	solve	hunger	
first,	then	worry	about	a	virus	that	has	a	
more	than	99%	survival	rate?	
	 COVID-19	lockdowns	have	put	
hundreds	of	millions	of	people	at	risk	of	
starvaQon.	The	UN	World	Food	Program	
warned	this	week	that	as	a	result	of	the	
COVID-19	pandemic,	the	number	of	
people	facing	food	crisis	could	double	to	
260	million	worldwide.	
	 David	Beasley,	the	organizaQon’s	
execuQve	director,	reported	that	the	
developing	world,	already	suffering	due	

to	climate	change	and	conflict,	is	seriously	
struggling	amid	this	new	disaster	of	
COVID-19. 	644

	 Millions	of	people	in	India	are	
facing	hunger	during	the	global	lockdown,	
far	more	than	during	any	recent	year.	The	
COVID-19	pandemic	is	becoming	a	global	
“holocaust”.	For	facts	on	how	many	
people	die	of	hunger	each	day	of	every	
year,	go	to	“The	World	Counts”. 	645

Lockdowns	Have	Long	Term	Effect	on	
Children’s	Health	
	 “The	pandemic	is	harming	
children’s	health.	Not	that	they	are	dying	
in	large	numbers	of	the	virus	itself,	which	
seems	to	affect	them	only	mildly,	and	not	
only	because	of	a	growing	body	of	

 PBS | Due to COVID-19 hundreds of millions of people are on the verge of starvation 644

 The World Counts | MSN | Millions of people in India are facing hunger during lockdown645
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evidence	suggesQng	that	lockdowns	harm	
their	mental	health.		
	 Life	under	confinement	in	rich	
countries	has	been	making	children	facer	
and	more	sedentary.	In	the	poorest	
countries,	children	are	starving.	These	
effects	may	well	last	much	longer	than	
the	restricQons	designed	to	curb	the	
disease.” 	646

29.	Internet	Censorship	&	Medical	
Fascism	
	 The	technocrats	and	“fact-
checkers”	behind	Google,	YouTube,	
Facebook,	Vimeo	and	Twicer	have	now	
declared	themselves	as	the	sole	
gatekeepers	of	truth	on	the	internet.	
These	technocrats	have	taken	it	upon	
themselves	to	decide	what	opinions	you	
have	a	right	to	see	and	share,	or	not	see	
and	share.		

	 Government	agencies,	including	
The	Federal	CommunicaQons	Commission	
(FCC)	and	Federal	Trade	Commission	
(FTT),	also	have	had	a	say	in	what	we	can	
see	on	the	internet.	
	 With	the	advent	of	the	COVID-19	
pandemic,	these	internet	censors	have	
iniQated	strict	censorship	policies	
regarding	science,	vaccines,	alternaQve	
therapies	and	controversial	opinions	that	
may	diverge	from	the	mainstream	
narraQve.		
	 Even	posts,	suggesQons	and	
opinions	by	highly	educated,	
professionally-trained,	qualified	and	
cerQfied	medical	doctors	are	being	
censored	and	removed	from	sight	during	
the	COVID-19	pandemic.	This	is	the	start	
down	a	slippery	slope	toward	fascism,	
beginning	with	medical	fascism.	
	 This	censorship	is	not	limited	to	
COVID-19,	vaccines	and	medical	opinions,	
but	anything	now	deemed	a	“conspiracy	
theory”	or	“hate	speech”	by	the	
technocrats	is	subject	to	censorship	and	
removal,	being	any	topic	the	technocrats	
don’t	agree	with	poliQcally	or	any	subject	
that	doesn’t	serve	their	own	financial	
interests.	
	 Especially	viewpoints	from	
“conservaQve”	websites	and	the	full-text	
of	speeches	and	videos	of	U.S.	President	
Trump	are	being	censored,	labeled	as	
“false"	or	intenQonally	buried	deep	in	the	
search	results	by	these	technocrats.		
	 Never	in	my	lifeQme	have	I	seen	
such	a	rapidly	emerging,	diligent,	

 The Economist | Lockdowns have long-term effect on children's health646
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persistent	and	comprehensive	effort	by	
the	mainstream	and	social	media	to	keep	
“taboo” 	informaQon	from	being	seen	647

or	found	on	the	internet	if	it	doesn’t	
parrot	the	mainstream	narraQve	of	the	
lef,	liberals	who	are	unwipng	
mouthpieces	ignorantly	volunteering	as	
gatekeepers	for	the	Global	Elite.		 	
	 Whatever	happened	to	freedom	of	
speech,	freedom	of	the	internet	and	
freedom	of	choice?	

Net	Neutrality	
	 Unfortunately,“net	neutrality”	
declined	rapidly	afer	the	Federal	
CommunicaQon	Commission	(FCC)	
abolished	the	long-standing	principle	in	
2017.	
	 This	policy	shif	opened	the	
floodgates	to	censorship	by	the	
technocrats	and	created	preferenQal	
access	by	those	corporaQons	with	the	
power	and	the	money	to	pay	a	premium	
for	propaganda	and	censorship.		
	 Internet	Service	Providers	(ISP)	
lobbied	long	and	hard	to	remove	net	

neutrality.	This	was	a	disastrous,	unethical	
FCC	policy	decision	which	should	be	
reversed.	
	 Since	the	long-standing	principle	of	
“net	neutrality”	was	overturned,	the	self-	
appointed	gatekeepers	of	informaQon	
Google,	YouTube,	Facebook	and	Vimeo	
have	become	the	determiners	of	truth	by	
deciding	what	people	can	see	and	are	
allowed	to	discuss	online.	Freedom	of	
speech	has	essenQally	been	outlawed	and	
the	truth	buried.	
	 “Net	neutrality”	has	been	replaced	
by	“Net	Suppression”	including	massive	
censorship	of	inconvenient	truths.	Even	
credible	content	from	health	
professionals	regarding	COVID-19	or	
vaccines	that	contrast	with	the	
mainstream	narraQve	have	been	either	
banned	or	labeled	“false	or	fake”	by	the	
technocrats.			
	 In	the	early	days,	the	internet	
fostered	real	debate	so	that	evidence,	

 Lexico | A social. Political or religious custom prohibiting or forbidding discussion of a particular 647

practice or forbidding association with a particular person, place, or thing.
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facts	and	truth	could	be	freely	shared	
while	fake	news	and	government	
propaganda	could	be	routed	out	and	
exposed	through	public	and	expert	
debate.		
	 Social	media	plavorms	and	search	
engines	were	established	for	the	free	
exchange	of	informaQon	by	the	users,	not	
as	publishers	who	have	the	exclusive	right	
to	choose	what	they	publish.	As	soon	as	
the	employees	of	these	companies	
started	censoring	social	media,	they	
became	publishers	and	should	be	seen	
and	treated	accordingly	by	government	
regulators. 		648

	 The	“free	society"	that	was	once	
fostered	by	the	internet	is	today	
appearing	more	like	“fascism”	since	the	
content	on	their	plavorms	is	largely	
controlled,	manipulated	and	censored	by	
the	technocrats.		

	 Not	only	are	there	poliQcal	and	
financial	agendas	by	the	gatekeepers	to	
keep	the	truth	hidden,	but	these	search	
engines	and	social	media	plavorms	have	
obviously	crossed	the	ethical	line	towards	
interfering	with	and	influencing	the	
elecQon	process	as	well.		
	 Google,	YouTube	and	Facebook	
have	huge	investments	in	the	
pharmaceuQcal	industry.	Could	their	
investments	be	influencing	their	desire	to	
censor	any	controversial	viewpoints	or	
alternaQve	therapies	regarding	COVID-19?	

 Do-Op | Platforms or publishers?648
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Shaped	By	Facts	or	Terrorized	By	
Propaganda?	
	 Is	public	opinion	on	COVID-19	
shaped	by	facts	or	“terrorized”	by	
propaganda? 	649

	 YouTube	has	effecQvely	banned	any	
videos	contradicQng	World	Health	
OrganizaQon	(WHO)	guidance	regarding	
COVID-19. 	Who	decided	WHO	was	the	650

sole	credible	source	for	COVID-19	
informaQon,	especially	given	the	total	
lack	of	WHO	integrity	in	so	many	macers	
related	to	COVID-19?	WHO	has	been	
wrong	on	numerous	occasions	thus	far	in	
the	year	2020.		
	 We	need	20/20	vision,	clarity	of	
mind	and	clear-sightedness,	to	
comprehend	the	massive	scale	of	
complicity	and	power-grabbing	that	is	
transforming	the	world	and	our	lives	
today.	
	 Why	would	the	technocrats	depend	
on	WHO	for	such	guidance	unless	they	
are	being	paid	handsomely	to	do	so?	 	
	 These	days,	YouTube	and	Facebook	
steers	users,	deemed	by	them	to	be	
interacQng	with	COVID-19	
misinformaQon,	automaQcally	to	the	
WHO	website. 		651

	 Do	the	censors	from	Facebook	and	
WHO	suddenly	have	all	the	answers?	
With	so	many	unknowns	surrounding	
COVID-19	wouldn’t	open	discussion	lead	
us	to	the	truth	much	faster	than	

censorship	would?	What	are	these	
censors	trying	to	hide	from	the	public?		
	 We	can	no	longer	trust	Google,	
YouTub,	Facebook	or	Instagram	anymore.	
These	technocrats	have	sinister	poliQcal	
and	financial	agendas.	and	it	is	no	longer	
about	the	free	and	open	exchange	of	
ideas	and	informaQon.	Apparently	not.	
	 When	Dr.	Andrew	Kaufman	
explained	that	Big	Pharma	wants	to	
geneQcally	modify	us	with	a	COVID-19	
vaccine	(video	removed	and	censored	by	
Google	and	YouTube),	is	this	a	valid	
perspecQve	and	medical	opinion	that	we	
no	longer	have	the	right	to	see? 	652

	 If	BriQsh	Author	and	Researcher	
David	Icke	wishes	to	share	his	views	
about	the	origin	of	the	COVID-19	virus	
and	give	us	details	from	his	perspecQve,	
do	we	no	longer	have	the	right	to	see	
those	views?	David	Icke	was	banned	from	
Facebook	and	YouTube	for	his	“Truth	

 RT | Is public opinion on COVID-19 shaped by facts or propaganda 649

 Business Insider | YouTube bans videos contradicting WHO guidance650

 NBC | Facebook steers users deemed to be interacting with misinformation or alternative narratives 651

to WHO
 Vaccine Impact | Dr. Kaufman video censored and removed by Google/YouTube652
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About	COVID-19”	interviews	with	London	
Real. 	 	653

	 The	Federal	Trade	Commission	
(FTC)	shut	down	Dr.	David	Brownstein’s	
blog	for	explaining	how	he	was	curing	
COVID-19	pa_ents	with	Vitamin	C.	This	
was	another	form	of	censorship,	shupng	
down	websites	or	burning	books. 	654

	 For	some	warped,	communisQc,	
poliQcal	advantage,	Democrats	are	now	
clamoring	for	China-style	censorship 	of	655

social	media,	especially	conservaQve	
websites	and	news	sources.	Democrats	
seem	quite	desperate	and	would	sell	the	
enQre	country	down	the	river	to	prevail	in	

this	next	elecQon.	Their	days	are	
numbered.	
	 Soon,	this	censorship	mindset	
could	get	so	extreme	to	make	it	a	criminal	
offense	to	post	an	opinion	contrary	to	the	
mainstream	narraQve	on	any	subject.	
Orwell’s	thought	police	and	the	
DemocraQc	Party	are	working	overQme	to	
accomplish	just	that.		
	 Did	you	know	that	posQng	anQ-
vaccine	informaQon	on	social	media	could	
become	a	criminal	offense	in	the	U.K.? 	656

	 Furthermore,	banning	controversial	
speakers,	writers	and	entertainers	we	
might	not	like	or	agree	with,	or	
comedians	who	“offend”	us,	is	morally	
and	ethically	wrong	in	a	freedom-loving	
civilizaQon. 	657

Fake	Fact-Checkers	
	 Let	us	be	honest.	Today's	“fact-
checking”	is	just	a	clever	form	of	
censorship.	If	we	believe	there	exists	a	
realm	of	“facts”	that	cannot	be	
quesQoned,	facts	that	have	been	
established	beyond	all	doubt,	then	we	are	
living	in	a	fantasy	world	that	doesn’t	exist.		
	 Everything	we’ve	ever	learned	or	
known	about	the	universe	has	been	
challenged,	resisted	and	updated	
throughout	all	of	human	history	and	
herstory.	Why	would	we	wish	to	stop	
learning	now?	

 BBC | David Icke was kicked off Facebook and YouTube653

 Vaccine Impact | FTC shuts down Dr. Brownsteins blog for discussing how he was treating 654

COVID-19 patients
 Trending Politics | Democrats are clamoring for China- style censorship655

 Telegraph | Posting anti-vaccine information on social media could become a criminal offense in UK656

 RT | Banning speaker/writers is wrong657
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	 The	sun	does	rise	and	set,	that	is	a	
fact.	But	it	is	not	established	as	fact	that	
COVID-19	is	naturally	occurring	or	created	
in	a	bio-weapons	laboratory.	That’s	sQll	
up	for	consideraQon	and	it	does	macer	
one	way	or	another.	
	 We	have	the	right	to	believe	either	
what	is	true	or	what	is	false.	But	without	
the	opportunity	to	view	all	perspecQves,	
how	can	we	possibly	discover	the	truth?	
Of	course,	one	of	these	possibiliQes	might	
ulQmately	be	incorrect,	but	how	can	we	
know	for	certain	what	is	a	“fact”	and	
what	is	not?	Open,	civil	discussions	add	to	
our	research	in	the	pursuit	of	truth.	
	 Much	of	today's	fact-checking	is	
fraudulent	and	they	do	foul	up.	By	close	
examinaQon,	the	clever	way	a	“fact”	is	

framed	and	presented	by	the	fact-checker	
is	ofen	quite	misleading.	It	can	be	quite	
decepQve	if	one	does	not	pay	close	
acenQon. 	658

	 Furthermore,	there’s	a	poliQcal	
agenda	behind	fact-checking.	If	most	of	
Facebook’s	Censorship	Board	had	Qes	to	
George	Soros,	and	they	were	funded	by	
him,	wouldn’t	their	fact-checking	be	
suspect	to	poliQcal	bias?	Much	of	the	
Facebook	Censorship	Board	has	Qes	to	
George	Soros	and	are	paid	to	find	facts	in	
his	favor,	while	dismissing	and	disparaging	
any	opposing	views. 	659

	 The	troubling	fact	Is	that	the	
media's	fact-checkers	tend	to	lean	lef. 	660

Facebook	even	had	the	gaul	to	censor	and	
label	Libertarian	and	former	U.S.	

 New York Post | Fact-checkers foul up again658

 Judicial Watch | Most of Facebook Censorship Board has ties to Soros; LIF659

 Real Clear Investigations | The troubling fact Is that the media's fact-checkers tend to lean left660
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Congressman	Ron	Paul	(R-TX)	based	on	a	
bogus	“fact-check”	by	PoliQfact. 		661

	 His	arQcle	wasn’t	even	about	a	
parQcular	fact,	it	was	an	opinion	that	our	
civil	rights	were	being	systemaQcally	
violated	by	the	poliQcal	response	to	
COVID-19.	

Mind	Control	&	Social	Engineering	
	 Obviously,	corporate	and	
government	sponsored	propaganda,	or	
adverQsing,	have	been	with	us	for	a	long	
while,	but	since	the	adopQon	of	social	
media	by	billions	of	people	worldwide	
over	the	last	decade,	the	potenQal	for	
mass	mind	control	has	never	been	
greater.	For	example,	watch	“Opera_on	
Mockingbird”	to	see	what	mind	control	
looks	like	as	projected	by	the	mainstream	
media. 	662

	 Censorship	is	a	“1984”	(book)	style	
instrument	of	mind-control	now	being	
implemented	on	a	global	scale.	As	Author	
George	Orwell	profoundly	said,	“Those	
who	control	the	narra_ve	(meaning	the	
past),	control	the	future.”	

AnL-Vaccine	Censorship	
	 This	assault	on	the	freedom	of	
informaQon	began	strangely	with	the	
censorship	of	“anQ-vaccine”	arQcles	and	
informaQon	by	the	technocrats	(who	have	

incidentally	become	investors	in	Big	
Pharma).	
	 If	vaccines	were	truly	safe	and	
effecQve,	Big	Pharma	would	have	
performed	safety	and	health	studies.	
They	were	never	done.	
	 For	these	parQcular	technocrats	to	
censor	“anQ-vaccine”	arQcles	and	
informaQon	causes	great	confusion	to	
those	seriously	considering	the	risks	and	
potenQal	damages	to	their	children	who	
are	facing	an	extreme	regime	of	vaccines.	
	 Apparently,	more	travel	restricQons	
will	be	imposed	before	a	vaccine	for	
COVID-19	is	developed	and	available.	You	
might	have	to	be	subjected	to	blood	tests,	
saniQzer	spray	downs	and	temperature	
checks. 	To	enter	New	York	or	Hawaii,	a	663

negaQve	COVID-19	test	or	a	14-day	
quaranQne	are	now	required	for	entry. 	664

Meanwhile,	Virginia	officials	demand	that	

 Ron Paul Institute | Facebook censored Ron Paul based on a bogus “fact-check” by Polifact; 661

Children's Health Defense | CHD Holds Press Conference with legal team and plaintiff in lawsuit 
against Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, and three of Facebook’s so-called “fact-checkers”

 YouTube | Watch what mind control looks like through the mainstream media662

 BBC | More travel restrictions imposed before a vaccine663

 Travel Pulse | The Strictest States: In some cases, visitors will require a negative COVID-19 test 664

result taken within a few days of travel to gain freedom of movement in their destination.
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students	get	vaccinaQons	prior	to	
parQcipaQon	in	online	schools. 	665

30.	The	Global	Health	Medical	
ProtecLon	Racket. 	666

	 If	we	were	to	“follow	the	money”	
involved	in	Big	Pharma,	the	vaccine,	drug	
and	chemical	companies,	naQon	states	
and	internaQonal	organizaQons,	we	might	
conclude	that	the	enQre	operaQon	is	
being	run	like	an	organized	drug	crime	
syndicate.	Big	Pharma	is	currently	the	
world's	most	profitable	industry.	
	 Money	is	raised	from	drug	sales,	
contracts,	consulQng	and	extorQon	to	
influence	the	public	health	policies	of	
various	naQon	states.		
	 The	first	“Coronavirus	Global	
Response	InternaQonal	Pledging	Event”	
was	held	on	May	5,	2020	raised	$15.9b	to	
fight	COVID-19,	financed	from	various	
naQon	states,	public	and	private	
foundaQons.		
	 If	we	mapped	and	tracked	where	
this	money	will	go,	we	would	discover	
that	it	circles	back	in	a	roundabout	way	to	
the	same	beneficiaries	who	contributed:	
CEPI,	GAVI,	Vaccines	Alliance,	the	Global	
Fund	and	UNITAID.	
	 For	example	Melinda	Gates	
pledged	$100	million	toward	this	effort,	
essenQally	circulaQng	the	pledge	back	to	
organizaQons	that	she	and	Bill	Gates	are	
involved	with.	These	pledges	to	fight	

COVID-19	will	translate	into	huge	for-
profit	business	gains	due	to	vaccine	sales.	
	 One	of	the	many	key	players	in	
global	health	policy	and	planning	is	Victor	
Dzau,	President	of	the	NaQonal	Academy	
of	Medicine,	a	division	of	the	NaQonal	
Academy	of	Sciences,	which	was	
incidentally	chartered	by	Abraham	Lincoln	
in	1863.		
	 Here	are	some	of	the	other	players:	
• Ursula	Van	der	Lyan,	President	of	the	
European	Union 	667

• Victor	Dzau,	President,	NaQonal	
Academy	of	Medicine,	Board	Member	
Global	Preparedness	Monitoring	Board	
(GPMB);	World	Health	OrganizaQon	
(WHO)  
IDA	&	World	Economic	Forum	(WEF)	

• Bill	and	Melinda	Gates	FoundaQon		
• ConnecQng	Curiosity	to	Cures	(CEPI)	
• Wellcome	Trust	launched	in	January	
2017	with	support	from	the	world’s	six	
largest	pharmaceuQcal	companies	

 Citation Needed | Virginia officials demand students get vaccinations665

 Amazing Polly & YouTube | Global Health Mafia Protection Racket; Chart above was culled from 666

YouTube video;  Liberty International Blog
 European Union | Coronavirus Global Response Pledging Event with universal access to affordable 667

COVID-19 vaccination, treatment and testing 
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(GlaxoSmithKline,	Merck,	J&J,	Sanofi,	
Takeda	and	Pfizer)	

• GAVI:	The	Vaccine	Alliance 	668

• The	Global	Fund 	669

• Global	Preparedness	Monitoring	Board	
(GPMB)	

• NaQonal	Academy	of	Medicine	(health	
arm	of	the	NaQonal	Academy	of	
Sciences)	

• The	Rockefeller	FoundaQon	
• The	GPMB	InternaQonal	Oversight	
Group	includes	The	Rockefeller	
FoundaQon,	BRAC	Bank	Limited,	World	
Economic	Forum,	Bill	&	Melinda	Gates	
FoundaQon,	Wellcome	Trust,	Japan	
Community	Health	Care	OrganizaQon	

Unilever,	NaQonal	University	of	
Singapore,	Moi	University,	Shanghai	
Jiao	Tong	University	School	of	Medicine;		

Global	Preparedness	Monitoring	Board	
	 The	Global	Preparedness	
Monitoring	Board	(GPMB)	is	funded	by	
The	World	Bank,	Gates	FoundaQon,	
Wellicome	Trust,	Germany,	Resolve	to	
Save	Lives,	Dr.	Tom	Freiden,	Former	CDC	
NY	Health	Commissioner	and	Bloomberg	
Philanthropies.	
	 Background	papers	on	preparing	
for	the	pandemic	were	wricen	by	
InternaQonal	FederaQon	of	the	Red	Cross,	
John	Hopkins	Bloomberg	School	of	Public	
Health,	Center	for	Health	Security,	Oxford	
Chatham	House,	Wellicome	Trust,	The	
World	Bank	and	WHO.		
	 For	more	background,	read	two	of	
their	reports,	“From	Never	Again	to	the	
New	Normal	(pdf)” 	and	“A	World	at	670

Risk	(pdf)” 	(September	2019).	The	671

popular	meme,	“new	normal”	was	coined	
in	one	of	their	reports.	 	 	
	 Each	year	the	United	NaQons	(UN)	
including	the	World	Health	OrganizaQon	
(WHO),	a	branch	of	the	UN,	conducts	at	
least	two	systemwide	training	and	
simulaQon	exercises,	including	one	
covering	the	deliberate	release	of	a	lethal	
respiratory	pathogen,	every	year.	

 GAVI | Leave no one behind with immunization668

 The Global Fund | The Global Fund was designed to accelerate the end of AIDS, tuberculosis & 669

malaria, now engaged in the battle against COVID-19
 WHO & GPMB Report | From Never Again to the New Normal (pdf)670

 WHO & GPMB Report | A World at Risk (pdf)671
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	 The	John	Hopkins	Center	for	Health	
Security	hosted	“Event	201” ,	a	high-672

level	pandemic	exercise,	on	October	18,	
2019	in	New	York	City.	Public	and	private	
partnerships	they	considered	were	
necessary	in	order	to	diminish	or	enhance	
the	large-scale	economic	and	societal	
consequences	of	a	pandemic	such	as	
COVID-19.	
	 At	“Event	201”,	Tim	Evans	of	the	
World	Bank,	acknowledged	that	the	
Global	Preparedness	Monitoring	Board	
(GPMB)	is	the	voice	of	the	World	Health	
OrganizaQon	(WHO)	and	The	World	Bank	
(WB)	with	the	intenQon	to	secure	funding	
as	well	as	to	control	the	global	public	
health	narraQve.		
	 Since	this	pandemic	began,	
acenQve	observers	have	witnessed	a	
relentless,	non-stop	coronavirus	
propaganda	campaign	with	high-level	
censorship	of	any	narraQve	that	goes	
against	the	WHO/GPMB	narraQve.	This	
included	censorship	of	alternaQve	
narraQves	by	the	major	social	media	
networks	and	redirecQng	all	controversial	
Google	search	requests	directly	to	WHO’s	
website.	
	 On	April	12,	2020,	Bill	Gates	said	in	
an	interview	with	the	BBC,	“Now,	here	we	
are.	We	didn’t	simulate	this,	we	didn’t	
prac_ce,	so	regarding	health	policies	and	
economic	policies,	we	find	ourselves	in	
uncharted	territory.”	Gates	completely	
denied	that	“Event	201”,	an	event	he	
funded,	ever	happened.	

	 China’s	Centers	for	Disease	Control	
(CDC)	Director	George	F.	Gao	was	present	
at	Event	201	as	was	Dr.	Anthony	Fauci		
who	was	on	the	board	of	Global	
Preparedness	Monitoring	Board.		
	 Dr.	Anthony	Fauci	gave	a	speech	at	
Georgetown	University	shortly	afer	
Trump	was	elected	in	2016.	He	warned	
that	Trump’s	AdministraQon	“will	face	a	
surprise	outbreak”.		
	 When	Dr.	Fauci	asked	for	more	
funding	from	the	U.S.	Congress,	he	added	
a	few	new	threatening	diseases	to	the	list.	
Was	it	a	coincidence	that	Dr.	Fauci	was	
also	on	the	Gates	FoundaQon	Global	
Grand	Challenges	ScienQfic	Board	from	
2003	to	2010.	
	 What	we	are	witnessing	is	a	small	
family	of	powerful	players	who	benefit	
directly	from	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	or	
any	other	pandemic.	These	same	players	
are	also	in	charge	of	developing	global	

 Citation Needed | Event 201 was a high-level pandemic exercise on October 18, 2019 in NYC672
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public	health	policy.	Perhaps,	there	just	
may	be	a	huge	conflict	of	interest.	You	
decide.	
	 This	COVID-19	pandemic	was	
precisely	planned	in	part,	or	in	full.	
Despite	appearances,	these	pre-
menQoned	organizaQons	and	government	
agencies	were	prepared	for	a	rapid	
response.		
	 Tuberculosis	kills	1.5	million	people	
each	year.	Lockdowns	and	supply-chain	
disrupQons	threaten	progress	against	the	
disease	as	well	as	H.I.V.	and	malaria. 	It	673

is	oddly	inconsistent	that	other	more	
dangerous	and	deadly	infecQous	diseases	
such	as	Tuberculosis	(TB)	are	not	being	
considered	a	pandemic	by	WHO.	Perhaps	
there’s	no	money	to	be	made	from	these	
pandemics?	
	 For	an	in-depth	analysis	of	this	
topic,	watch	Amazing	Polly’s	YouTube	

“Global	Health	Mafia	Protec_on	
Racket” 	in	which	she	unveils	the	674

detailed	connecQons	between	these	
malevolent	players	in	the	global	health	
policy	field.		

31.	The	Future	Ain’t	What	  
It	Used	to	Be	
	 “We	the	People”	are	living	in	a	
polarized	naQon	and	a	divided	world.		
There	are	sQll	many	people	who	are	
asleep,	blindfolded,	masked,	uniformed,	
fearful	and	ignorant	of	what	is	actually	
going	on.		 	 	
	 Then	there	are	those	true	human	
beings	who	are	conQnuously	waking	up	
each	day,	staying	informed,	opening	their	
eyes	and	hearts	to	this	unwarranted	
imposiQon	of	massive	social,	economic	
and	poliQcal	acempts	at	control.	Now	is	
the	Qme	to	see	the	world	“as	it	is”.		
	 In	the	words	of	author	and	
sovereignty	educator	Johnny	Liberty,	“The	
future	ain’t	what	it	used	to	be.”	

Freedom	From	Fear	
	 Why	would	anyone	value	fear	
above	freedom?	Why	stay	confined	in	a	
house	indefinitely	under	a	self-imposed	
house	arrest?	Somehow	many	have	been	
illogically	duped	into	believing	that	they	
are	safe	and	secure	from	an	invisible	virus	
and	from	each	other.		 	 	
	 The	proponents	of	various	socialist,	
communist,	fascist	and	Nazi-style	social	

 The New York Times | Tuberculosis kills 1.5 million people each year. Lockdowns and supply-chain 673

disruptions threaten progress against the disease as well as HIV and malaria.
 Amazing Polly & YouTube | Global Health Mafia Protection Racket; Liberty International Blog674
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engineering	pracQces	are	acempQng	to	
wage	endless	assault	upon	our	common	
sense	and	our	humanity	via	fear-
mongering	and	propaganda.	
	 Courageous,	truth-loving	freedom	
lovers	refuse	to	wear	masks	and	
blindfolds,	preferring	to	step	outside	into	
nature’s	fresh	air,	inhaling	full,	deep	
breaths	of	oxygen	to	maintain	and	
enhance	our	health,	strength,	vim,	vigor	
and	well-being.		
	 Never	surrender	to	fear,	
propaganda,	or	the	mind-control	and	
social	engineering	techniques	of	the	
mainstream,	mass	media.	Instead,	
courageous	lovers	of	truth	and	freedom	
reclaim	their	sovereignty	and	humanity	
every	morning	of	their	precious	lives.			
	 Never	surrender	to	any	hysterical	
panic	surrounding	this	virus	or	any	other	
power-robbing	scheme.	As	you	now	now,	
the	concept	of	“social	and	physical	
distancing”	is	not	only	mistaken,	it	is	
unscienQfic	and	manipulaQve.	For	those	
who	are	sick,	whether	with	COVID-19	or	
the	seasonal	flu,	naturally,	stay	home	to	
heal	and	protect	others	from	infecQon.	
	 However,	policies	that	encourage	
healthy,	asymptomaQc	human	beings	to	
isolate	themselves	from	healthy	human	
beings	are	absurd,	insane,	detrimental,	
and	frankly,	extremely	dehumanizing.	Are	
We	the	People	supposed	to	start	acQng	
like	subdued,	non-breathing,	non-human	
robots?	Perhaps,	that	is	what	the	
technocrats	want	us	to	become?	

	 It	may	be	that	the	technocraQc	
tyrants	would	love	for	us	to	willingly	give	
up	our	humanity	to	become	compliant	
robots	in	their	version	of	“The	Matrix”,	
but	choosing	to	do	so	or	not	is	your	
choice,	not	theirs,	to	make.	Here	is	a	
glimpse	into	a	future	we	must	now	
immediately	contend	with.	

FUTURE:	Social	Distancing,	Masks,	
Blindfolds	or	Freedom?	
	 A	recent	Harvard	study	predicts	
that	social	and	physical	distancing	may	
need	to	stay	unQl	2022. 	Dr.	Anthony	675

Fauci	now	claims	that	masks	are	not	
enough,	that	eye	protecQon	may	be	
required	for	“perfect”	COVID-19	
protecQon. 	Dr.	Deborah	Birx	is	now	676

promoQng	the	wearing	of	eye	goggles.	
	 Even	though	there	is	sQll	no	
universal	agreement	on	whether	face	

 CNBC | Extend social distancing until 2022675

 ABC | Masks aren’t enough! Fauci says eye protection might be required for “perfect” protection676
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masks	can	really	prevent	the	spread	of	
COVID-19,	it’s	now	being	suggested	they	
should	be	worn	even	at	home.	This	is	a	
clear	sign	that	public	health	officials	have	
lost	their	marbles. 	Next,	we	may	need	677

waterproof	masks	for	taking	a	shower.	
	 Other	futurists	have	predicted	that	
social	distancing	and	mask	wearing	will	
become	permanent	fixtures	in	a	
dystopian	society,	as	they	are	in	isolated,	
polluted,	Communist	China.	The	U.K.	just	
opened	up	it’s	first	socially	distance	
entertainment	venue,	with	500	viewing	
seats. 	How	the	future	pans	out	is,	of	678

course,	up	to	all	of	us,	yes,	including	you,	
to	break	the	chains	of	such	a	horrifically	
repressive	future.		
	 Let	us	remember	that	human	
beings	are	mammals,	who	by	our	animal	
nature	generally	prefer	to	congregate	in	
groups	for	safety,	survival,	comfort	and	
enjoyment,	for	a	sense	of	belonging	and	

for	love.	IsolaQon	is	not	usually	opQmal	
according	to	our	human	nature.	“We	the	
People”	cannot	be	sustained	by	denying	
our	lives	or	humanity,	or	trying	to	safely	
hide	from	the	world	indefinitely,	from	life,	
or	from	our	inevitable	death.	

FUTURE:	Lockdowns	or	Freedom?	 	
	 During	the	lockdowns,	sporQng	
events,	church	services	and	gatherings	of	
more	than	10	-	50	people	were	
prohibited.	Restaurants,	bars	and	millions	
of	businesses	were	considered	“non-
essenQal”	services	and	shut	down.	
	 Washington	state	directed	all	
restaurants	to	log	all	eat-in	customers	in	
order	to	reopen. 	If	a	waiter	asks	for	679

your	name,	you	reserve	the	right	to	
refuse.	Never	eat	in	any	restaurant	that	is	
tracking	or	contact-tracing	our	
movements.	May	we	boycoc	all	

 RT | There’s still no universal agreement on whether face masks can really prevent the spread of 677

Covid-19, but it’s now being suggested they should be worn even at home.
 Variety | U.K. opens first socially distanced venue, with 500 viewing platforms678

 Yahoo | Washington state directs restaurants to log all eat-in customers679
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establishments	that	enforce	such	a	
request.	The	choice	is	yours.	
	 As	these	tyrannical	mandates	
persist	into	the	future,	then	adaptaQons	
to	our	lifestyles,	including	growing,	
sprouQng	and	preparing	food	at	home,	
are	not	only	opQmal,	but	necessary,	to	
retain	our	humanity,	our	freedom	and	our	
rights	as	sovereign	human	beings.	Never	
compromise	your	humanity.	

FUTURE:	Healthy	Children	&	EducaLonal	
Freedom?		
	 Our	children	should	never	be	the	
experimental	subjects	of	social	or	geneQc	
engineering.	The	prospects	for	excellent	
K-12	public	or	private	educaQon	long	into	
the	future	is	quesQonable	since	the	
implementaQon	of	lockdown	orders,	the	
closing	of	schools 	and	the	rapid	680

migraQon	toward	online	educaQon.	
	 The	United	NaQons	Secretary-
General	Antonio	Guterres,	warns	the	
COVID-19	pandemic	has	led	to	the	largest	
disrupQon	of	educaQon	in	history,	with	
schools	closed	in	more	than	160	countries	
in	mid-July,	affecQng	more	than	1	billion	
students.	At	least	40	million	children	
worldwide	have	missed	out	on	educaQon	
“in	their	cri_cal	pre-school	year.”	The	
closing	of	schools	has	been	a	global	
disaster	for	both	children	and	parents. 	681

	 For	those	schools	in	states	that	are	
opening ,	the	radical	redesign	of	the	682

classroom	into	Qny	transparent	6’	by	6’	
boxes	with	neither	physical	or	social	
contact	is	dehumanizing.	A	child	is	then	
not	permiced	to	leave	its	cubicle	most	of	
the	day.	See	sample	“Guidelines	for	
Opening	Schools.”	
	 Communist	China	has	educated	
their	children	for	several	generaQons	in	
this	manner.	The	result	has	been:	social	
isolaQon,	compliance,	total	obedience	to	
the	state	and	lack	of	creaQvity.	This	
classroom	regime	has	created	an	adult	
populace	who	are	exhausted,	lonely	
workaholics.	
	 The	extensive	regime	of	required	
vaccines 	cause	auQsm	and	the	“new	683

normal”	in	public	educaQon	boxes	our	
children	in	isolated	cubicles	separated	
from	any	social	or	physical	contact	with	
each	other.		
	 Children	go	to	school	for	social	
contact,	probably	more	importantly	than	
anything	else	that	they	will	learn	in	class.	
South	Dakota	Governor	Noem	wants	to	

 Daily Wire | During a Buck Institute Webinar streamed on July 14, Center for Disease Control and 680

Prevention (CDC) Director Robert Redfield promoted the general reopening of schools
 Trending Politics | World Faces 'Generational Catastrophe' as 1 Billion Kids Miss School681

 APPENDIX XV: Guidance for Reopening Schools682

 APPENDIX X: CDC Childhood Vaccine Schedule683
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open	the	schools	without	mandaQng	
masks. 	684

	 With	religious,	personal	and	
philosophical	exempQons	rapidly	on	the	
decline	in	the	U.S.	states	and	many	
countries,	we	must	consider	withdrawing	
our	precious	children	from	schools	that	
mandate	the	vaccine	regime	and	enrolling	
them	in	homeschooling	or	community-
based	alternaQves	instead.		
	 Never	compromise	your	children’s	
well-being	and	pupng	them	in	the	hands	
of	the	quesQonable	educaQonal	or	
medical	establishments.	The	future	of	our	
children	is	in	your	hands.	The	choice	is	
yours.	

FUTURE:	Travel	or	Homeward	Bound?	
	 We	love	to	travel	both	domesQcally	
and	internaQonally.	However,	we	realize	
our	opQons	for	traveling	in	the	U.S.	or	
abroad	in	the	near	future	may	be	
extremely	limited,	unless	we	submit	to	
COVID-19	tesQng	with	negaQve	results	
within	72-hours	or	submit	to	mandatory	
14-day	quaranQnes	upon	arrival. 	As	you	685

now	know,	COVID-19	tesQng	is	a	
meaningless	ruse	and	potenQally	
hazardous	to	your	health	and	well-being.	
	 Later	on	down	the	road,	we	may	
have	to	submit	to	mandatory	
vaccinaQons,	immunity	cerQficates	and	
health	passports.	
	 Travel	has	become	an	inconvenient	
nightmare	for	the	free-spirited	
adventurers	who	love	the	spontaneity	
and	freshness	of	traveling	to	exoQc	lands.	
Even	travel	within	the	U.S.	has	a	confusing	
and	chaoQc	regime	of	new	requirements	
which	change	day-to-day.	New	York	City	
has	even	gone	so	far	as	to	set-up	
checkpoints	at	key	entry	points. 	Please	686

take	note:	Checkpoints	are	used	by	
communist	naQons	and	naQons	at	war.	
Travel	internaQonally,	is	similarly	
confusing,	chaoQc	and	restricQve. 	687

 Washington Times | South Dakota governor, wants schools open without mask mandates 684

 Travel Pulse | The Strictest States: In some cases, visitors will require a negative COVID-19 test 685

result taken within a few days of travel to gain freedom of movement in their destination; AARP | Travel 
Advisory: Quarantine Guide By State

 HIDOT | Governor Ige orders mandatory 14-day quarantine for all individuals arriving or returning to 686

the State of Hawaiʻi; WKRN | NYC launches checkpoints for travelers from Tennessee, 34 other states; 
requires two week quarantine; Forbes | Alaska and Maine now require summer visitors to take a 
COVID-19 test

 FTN | Many countries now require negative COVID-19 test results687
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	 A	mulQtude	of	addiQonal	violaQons	
of	privacy	include	long	check-ins,	arduous	
security,	temperature	checks	and	being	
subjected	to	whole	body	disinfecQon	with	
toxic	chemicals	before	boarding	a	plane	
or	public	transportaQon	system. 	688

	 In	2020,	we	are	choosing	to	limit	
travel	to	beauQfully	wild	and	open	areas	
without	mask	requirements,	without	
arduous	security	checks	or	similar	
infringements	upon	personal	liberty.	We	
may	only	travel	to	beauQful	places	in	the	
immediate	vicinity	of	our	home	or	in	U.S.	
states	such	as	where	travel	is	less	
restricQve	and	more	libertarian.	
	 	
FUTURE:	Pandemics	or	Hoax?	
	 Dr.	Fauci	has	been	warning	with	a	
telling	grin,	the	doctor	of	propaganda,	of	
a	brand	new	pandemic	around	the	U.S.	
PresidenQal	elecQon. 	May	Americans	689

and	the	rest	of	the	world	stop	listening	to	
what	this	doctor	of	doom	says.	Like	WHO,	
his	track	record	of	inaccuracies	is	
remarkable.		

FUTURE:	Dystopian	Nightmare	  
or	Golden	Age?		
	 Eventually,	the	U.S.	and	the	rest	of	
the	world	will	reopen	their	economies.	
However,	if	We	the	People	unwipngly	
believe	the	mainstream	narraQve	about	
COVID-19	without	quesQoning	authority,	
we	may	end	up	living	in	the	dystopian	

world	that	the	people	of	Communist	
China	live	in	today. 		690

	 To	prevent	this	dystopian	
nightmare	from	becoming	the	actualized	
“new	normal”	is	paramount.	We	can	
choose	instead	to	awaken	humanity	to	its	
true	potenQal	and	bring	about	a	Golden	
Age,	thereby	catalyze	a	Corona	Age	on	
our	one	shared	beauQful	planet.		
	 May	we	wake	up	together,	take	off	
the	blindfolds,	the	goggles	and	masks,	
and	live	our	lives	fully	and	freely.	

FUTURE:	Pefy	Tyranny	or	Sovereignty?	
	 Observant	people	are	waking	up	to	
some	inherently	power-hungry	poliQcians	
in	the	United	States	and	around	the	world	
who	have	grabbed	this	COVID-19	crisis	as	
an	opportunity	to	reveal	their	true	
natures	as	tyrants	and	authoritarians.		

 Forbes | Future air travel, four-hour process, immunity passes688

 What Finger | Dr. Fauci wishing for a new pandemic689

 Bloomberg | Dystopian world of China690
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	 These	poliQcians	do	not	deserve	to	
stay	in	power	and	should	be	removed	at	
the	voQng	booth,	replaced	with	those	
candidates	who	are	ethically	bound	to	the	
U.S.	ConsQtuQon	and	Bill	of	Rights.	These	
are	the	candidates	needed	to	preserve	
the	U.S.	as	a	free	country.		
	 “We	the	People”	can	neither	allow	
either	tyranny	of	the	governments	or	
tyranny	of	the	masses	to	tear	down	and	
destroy	this	great	country.	Brave	ciQzens	
from	all	walks	of	life	are	now	stepping	up	
heroically	to	challenge	the	decepQons	
and	outcomes	of	this	pandemic.		
	 Governments	at	all	levels	have	
generally	grown	too	large	and	
cumbersome	to	be	effecQve	whether	for	
important	issues	which	require	soluQons	
or	during	a	pandemic.		
	 Let	us	shrink	our	government	as	
“We	the	People”	take	more	responsibility	
for	ourselves	in	our	own	communiQes	and	
neighborhoods.	What	is	it	that	we	can	do	
to	wake	up	our	friends	and	family,	to	
wake	up	and	encourage	our	neighbors,	
associates	and	acquaintances	to	step	up	
as	well?	The	Qme	for	acQon	is	now!		

THE	CORONA	AGE:	2020	&	
BEYOND,	Season	2	
	 Given	the	Qtle	of	this	book,	
“Dawning	of	the	Corona	Age:	Naviga_ng	
the	Pandemic”,	one	might	imagine	good	
news	on	the	horizon.	Inherently,	all	crises,	
offer	opportuniQes	for	healing	and		for	
innovaQon	and	transformaQon	in	this	
“Corona	Age”.	

32.	Dawning	of	the	Corona	Age	
	 All	of	us	are	familiar	with	the	
noQon	of	a	Golden	Age,	a	Qme	and	place	
when	peace,	prosperity	and	happiness	
are	the	primary	ways	of	being	in	utopian	
places	on	the	Earth.	These	wonderful,	
beauQful	Qmes	and	places	have	come	and	
gone	over	the	millennia	of	human	
existence.		
	 These	Shangri-Las	throughout	
history	and	herstory	sQll	exist	in	certain	
pockets	of	the	Earth,	places	conscious,	
beauteous	and	serene,	we	may	call	
enlightened	socieQes	or	communiQes	–	
Heavens	on	Earth.		
	 The	Corona	Age	implies	a	Qme	of	
fresh	possibiliQes,	when	a	criQcal	mass	of	
human	consciousness	awakens	to	
remember	who	and	what	we	really	are,	
then	a	shif	occurs	bringing	about	yet	
another	brilliant	and	ecstaQc	Golden	Age	
on	the	Earth.	The	new	Corona	Age	begins	
inside	each	one	of	us.	The	choice	is	ours	
to	create	our	own	Heaven	on	Earth	
wherever	we	may	choose	to	be.	
	 Coronavirus	is	rooted	in	the	word	
“corona”.	Corona	is	LaQn	and	Spanish	for	
“crown”.	The	“crown”	chakra	at	the	top	of	
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the	head	and	brain	is	the	direct	spiritual	
connecQon	with	the	“Source	of	All	that	
is”,	Universal	Source,	Spirit,	or	God.	The	
“crown”	is	worn	by	a	true	sovereign	who	
makes	laws	governing	their	own	life,	not	
the	lives	of	others.	
	 When	the	crown	chakra	opens,	
whether	via	a	pracQce	of	yoga,	
meditaQon	or	seated	study,	nature	or	
prayer,	whether	by	intenQon	or	whether	
through	crisis,	certain	realizaQons	arise,	
whereby	our	connecQon	with	Source	
brings	us	into	direcQon	communion	with	
the	Divine	and	every	other	living	being.		 	
	 That	is	what	our	purpose	for	living	
on	the	Earth	in	our	human	body	is	for,	to	
actualize	these	revelaQons	of	who	we	
truly	are	as	eternal,	infinite	beings.		
	 Thus	the	full	realizaQon	of	this	
Corona	Age	is	a	possible	posiQve	outcome	
of	this	COVID-19	pandemic,	as	it	is	the	
moQvaQon	for	either	opening	your	crown	
toward	the	light	and	love	of	Source,	or	
surrendering	in	fear	toward	death.	The	
Corona	Age	is	a	spiritual	iniQaQon	for	the	
enQre	human	race	and	all	living	beings.			
	 Welcome	to	this	new	possibility	of	
the	Corona	Age	emerging	on	the	Earth	in	
the	21st	century.	

“It's	already	here,	the	good	days	have	
come.	The	vision	of	plenty	for	everyone	is	
ready	to	be	viewed.	Be	not	afraid,	as	we	
travel	to	unknown	lands.	The	future	is	a	
shiding	sand,	everyone	will	be	renewed.	
Twenty-first	century,	human	beings.	
Living	on	the	planet,	in	harmony.	

Healing	and	loving,	sunshine	and	beauty.	
Peace	and	plenty	in	the	Golden	Age.	

It's	already	manifest,	the	Golden	Age	has	
come.	You	cannot	hide,	you	cannot	run,	
rise	up	to	the	light.	Be	not	greedy,	as	we	
give	freely	of	ourselves.	Our	common	
ground	will	heal	us	well,	shine	in	the	

light.”	~	Lyrics	by	Johnny	Light	

A	Significant	Crossroads	
	 These	challenging,	yet	enlightening	
Qmes,	are	perhaps	the	most	significant	
crossroads	the	human	race,	and	all	other	
living	organisms,	who	are	all	now	
depending	on	us,	may	ever	face	in	our	
lifeQmes.	Human	evoluQon	and	the	
culminaQon	of	life	on	Earth	may	very	well	
depend	on	both	the	individual	and	
collecQve	choices	being	made	right	now.	
	 There	exist	so	many	converging	
crises	and	opportuniQes	presenQng	
themselves	simultaneously,	that	our	
heads	may	begin	to	spin	like	the	galaxies.	
This	is	not	the	Qme,	though,	to	bury	our	
heads	in	the	sand	and	deny	what	has	now	
become	obvious	to	so	many.		
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	 This	most	significant	crossroads	will	
either	liberate	humanity	from	the	
historical	chains	of	an	illicit	Global	Power	
Structure	run	by	the	Global	Elite	for	
centuries,	or	enslave	the	human	race	for	
generaQons	to	come.	That	is	if	the	human	
race	survives	this	crossroads.	
	 This	crossroad	will	separate	the	
wheat	from	the	chaff,	the	subjects	willing	
to	give	up	their	sovereignty	and	freedom	
from	the	free-spirited,	true	human	beings	
who	will	not	only	survive	this	crisis,	but	
will	thrive	in	the	days	to	come.	The	choice	
is	ours.	

BeauLful	News	for	A	Change	
	 In	our	hearts	and	souls	we	trust	
that	this	Corona	Age	is	within	the	grasp	of	
possibility	for	all	human	beings.	The	good	
news	is,	if	we	make	a	generous	effort	to	
focus	on	the	posiQve	acributes	of	this	
crisis,	we	will	not	lose	sight	of	who	and	
what	we	really	are.		

	 In	the	midst	of	a	seemingly	
negaQve,	doomsday	mainstream	
narraQve,	imploring	us	to	desperately	give	
up	all	of	our	rights	and	freedoms	for	a	
temporary	illusion	of	safety	and	security,	
we	have	a	choice	to	not	submit	to	these	
medical	fascists	and	choose	health	
instead.	This	COVID-19	pandemic	is	a	
“war	on	consciousness”	in	the	dark	age	of	
decepQon,	lies	and	illusion.	May	we	all	
take	back	our	power.	
	 Let	us	choose	media	wisely,	as	our	
mental	framework,	the	very	reality	of	our	
lives	depends	on	our	choices.	Let	us	strive	
to	intake	truth	from	both	government	
and	the	media.	
	 No	vaccine,	mandatory	or	
voluntary,	will	ever	make	us	feel	safe	or	
secure	from	the	adventure	of	life	itself.	
Let	us	celebrate	each	day	and	live	our	
dreams	to	the	fullest	while	we	are	sQll	
alive	and	well.	The	quesQon	is,	what	are	
you	going	to	do	with	the	rest	of	your	wild	
and	wonderful	life?	

Being	Generous	of	Spirit	
	 Imagine,	everyone	surrounding	you	
and	people	everywhere	being	
compassionate	and	joyously	generous	
with	each	other,	giving	away	surplus	
anything	instead	of	wasQng	it,	providing	
financial	support	as	needed	to	families	
and	friends,	being	as	self-reliant,	
considerate,	creaQve,	loving	and	
cooperaQve	with	each	other,	thereby	
sharing	whenever	possible.		
	 Consider	this	one	example	of	being	
generous	of	spirit,	the	“Great	Potato	
Giveaway”	in	Auburn,	Washington,	
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whereby,	U.S.	farmers	gave	away	
thousands	of	pounds	of	potatoes	to	feed	
families	rather	than	leave	the	potatoes	in	
the	field. 	These	simple	acts	of	kindness	691

can	happen	and	do	happen	everywhere.	

TransiLon	to	Renewable	Energy	Economy	
&	Sustainability	
	 Due	to	significantly	less	demand	
that	generated	huge	giant	stockpiles	of	
fossil	fuels	sipng	offshore	in	huge	
tankers,	the	price	of	oil	and	gas	
plummeted	during	the	pandemic.	For	a	
short	Qme,	the	price	of	oil	dropped	to	
negaQve	dollars	per	barrel	for	the	first	
Qme	in	history.		
	 As	a	result,	and	afer	146	years,	the	
Rockefeller	Family	empire	divested	all	
their	fossil	fuel	investments	including	
their	Exxon	stock,	a	company	they	
founded.	
	 Thus,	let	us	conQnue	our	transiQon	
to	lower	consumpQon	lifestyles	and	
renewable	energy	based	economies,	so	as	
to	sustain	ourselves	and	life	on	the	Earth.	
This	in	and	of	itself	may	miQgate	the	
damaging	effects	of	rapid	climate	change.	

Restore	the	Natural	Environment	
	 Due	to	the	global	lockdowns	of	
many	economies,	the	environment	has	
enjoyed	a	short	reprieve	from	massive	air	
polluQon	in	Asia	and	other	ciQes.	Climate	
change	is	momentarily	heading	in	the	
right	direcQon	with	reduced	CO2	
emissions.	

Furthermore,	let	us	clean	up	the	toxins	in	
our	environment,	thus,	in	our	bodies;	
toxins	which	suppress	our	immune	
systems	and	make	us	subject	to	disease.	
	 Let	us	cease	industrial	ferQlizer,	
herbicide	and	pesQcide	chemical	
poisoning	of	our	earth,	crops,	water	and	
air.	Let	us	restore	organic	farming,	
horQculture,	permaculture	and	
agriculture	on	a	massive	scale.		

Wake	Up	to	the	Biome	
	 As	we	have	learned	in	this	book,	
the	environment,	or	biome,	is	more	
important	than	the	germ.	To	build	our	
immune	systems	and	live	healthy	lives,	
eaQng	healthy,	whole	organic	food	is	a	
nourishing	remedy	for	moving	beyond	
COVID-19,	thriving	and	living	fully	healthy	
lives	in	the	Corona	Age.	
	 Let	us	outlaw	mercury,	a	known	

 Reuters | The great potato giveaway691
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carcinogen	and	chemical	poison	found	in	
amalgam	dental	fillings	and	vaccines.	Let	
us	ban	fluoride	in	our	drinking	water,	a	
known	neurotoxin.	Let	us	outlaw	GMOs	in	
our	food	and	medicines,	including	
vaccines.	Let	us	ban	unethical	geneQc	
engineering	in	our	food	and	vaccines.		

MiLgate	the	Health	Detriments	of	5G	
RadiaLon	
	 Humanity	is	beginning	to	wake	up	
to	the	health	detriments	of	5G	radiaQon	
despite	its	rapid	deployment.		
	 Let	us	bio-remediate	radiaQon	
released	from	nuclear	power	plants,	
radiaQon	from	power	supplies	and	smart	
meters,	radiaQon	from	microwaves	and	
wifi,	microwave	radiaQon	from	4G	and	
millimeter	wave	radiaQon	from	5G.	

AlternaLve	Healing	&	PrevenLve	Health	
	 Many	people	are	beginning	to	wake	
up	to	alternaQve	methods	of	healing	and	
taking	responsibility	for	their	own	health,	
thanks	in	part	to	U.S.	President	Trump’s	
suggesQons	about	exploring	non-vaccine	

treatments	including	hydroxychloquine	
and	ultraviolet	(UV)	radiaQon	from	the	
sun,	healthy	and	essenQal	in	moderaQon	
and	providing	our	biological	requirement	
of	Vitamin	D.	
	 An	unforeseen	benefit	of	the	
pandemic	was	that	hospitals	were	not	
performing	non-essenQal	surgeries.	As	a	
result,	fewer	people	were	dying	in	the	
hospitals	due	to	medical	malpracQce	and	
inaccurate	medicaQon	which	is	now	the	
third	largest	cause	of	death	in	the	U.S.	
Others	who	might	or	might	have	had	
COVID-19	chose	to	take	care	of	
themselves	at	home	instead	of	subjecQng	
themselves	to	medical	care	in	a	hospital	
or	an	urgent	care	facility.	HospitalizaQon	
death	rates	significantly	dropped.	
	 As	an	addiQonal	benefit,	fewer	
children	were	dying	since	less	vaccines	
were	administered	by	doctors	and	schools	
were	closed,	fewer	infecQous	diseases	
were	caught	there.	Child	mortality	
descended	for	the	first	Qme	in	decades.	
	 Finally,	health	and	medical	freedom	
is	becoming	an	essenQal	value	once	again,	
for	without	health,	fully	enjoying	the	gifs	
of	living	is	virtually	impossible.	

	 “Unless	we	put	‘medical	freedom’	
into	the	Cons_tu_on,	the	_me	will	come	
when	medicine	will	organize	into	an	

undercover	dictatorship.	To	restrict	the	art	
of	healing	to	one	class	of	men	and	deny	
equal	privileges	to	others,	will	cons_tute	
the	bas_lle	of	medical	science.	All	such	
laws	are	un-American	and	despo_c…The	
Cons_tu_on	of	the	Republic	should	make	
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special	provisions	for	Medical	Freedom	as	
well	as	Religious	Freedom.”		
~	Dr.	Benjamin	Rush 	692

Wake	Up	to	Sovereignty	&	Freedom	
	 Today,	more	than	ever	we	are	at	a	
most	important	crossroad,	whereby,	
unless	we	act	now,	any	sense	of	liberty	
and	freedom	may	be	lef	as	a	distant	
memory	in	the	past.	Will	we	remain	free	
or	succumb	to	oppression	and	sink	into	a	
tyrannical,	totalitarian	state?	
	 Now,	this	is	the	moment	in	this	
Corona	Age,	the	11th	hour,	to	stand	up	
for	sovereignty,	to	stand	up	for	the	U.S.	
ConsQtuQon	and	Bill	of	Rights,	to	stand	up	
for	our	inherent	right	to	be	a	fully	realized	
human	being	and	claim	the	liberty	and	
freedom,	along	with	the	responsibility,	
that	awaits	us	today	and	long	into	the	

future.	This	is	an	empowered	stand	for	
sovereignty	so	that	this	Corona	Age,	a	
Golden	Age,	can	truly	emerge	once	again	
on	the	Earth.									*****

 Medical Freedom |692
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